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Dear Parents/Carers, 
 
Academisation discussions 
 
I wanted to update you with some ongoing discussions that Highwood’s governing body has been having 
in relation to academisation.  
 
Recently, the Department for Education released their latest white paper ‘Opportunity for all: strong 
schools with great teachers for all.’  In this document, it was made clear that by 2030 all schools are 
expected to be in ‘A strong family of schools’ through Academies and Multi-Academy Trusts (MATs).   
 
An academy school is a state funded school that is directly funded by the government, but is independent 
of local authority control.  A MAT operates more than one academy school and uses the combined 
expertise within the organisation to develop school improvement and be efficient in how they use their 
financial resources together.  
  
Since the white paper announcement, Highwood’s Governing Body have been actively seeking 
information from a wide variety of organisations to aid us in choosing the right family of schools for us to 
join. One of the most exciting opportunities that we have explored is the creation of a new MAT with 
local schools.   
 
Highwood has already been working closely with local schools through an informal partnership called 
‘The Schools Learning Alliance’ (SLA).  Highwood has been a member of the SLA for just over two years, 
working on school improvement strategies and professional development for staff.  This has involved 
sharing effective practice, creating staff networks and taking part in subject reviews in all of our 
schools.   This was hugely beneficial in the build up to our OFSTED inspection in December.   
 
We have now opened a dialogue with a small number of the schools from within the SLA to discuss the 
creation of a new Multi Academy Trust and the opportunities this may present.  We are excited at the 
prospect of being a founder school in a new Trust as this will allow us to be in charge of our own destiny 
and will make sure everything that makes Highwood the school it is will be protected. 
 
Highwood is in the very early stages of these conversations, and when the time is right we will tell you 
more details and consult with all of our stakeholders properly. 

 
 
 
I hope you enjoy the contents of the newsletter and take a much needed break over the Summer. 
  
Thank you for your support. 

Matt Hickey 

Head Teacher  








































